
NUMINOUS REALISATIONS OF THE
ALL-ONENESS FIELD OPERATORS

There was a bang. It was black. The bright evening light of the day was vacant. There was 
nothing. Emptiness. A void of darkness that was pitch black. Was I dead? 
Suddenly I realised that I was there. That I was observing. As this realisation dawned, I 
realised that there was a light, and that this light was coming from my self awareness. 
There was not only empty darkness, because I was there observing, and this I was light in 
the void. 
As I became aware that I was a light, the darkness lit up into a golden-white light sphere of 
me. Suddenly I realised from something much further up and further away, a greater Self 
of myriad cascades of living emanations, that I had not even began what I had intended to 
do on this planet, I could not die now.
It was summer 1981, I was 11 years old, at that time going to the Oxford of Steiner 
schools, Michaels Hall, in England, and I was on the marble disco-tek floor of the local 
village Forest Row. 
The floor was covered with soft drinks the boys had thrown at each other. One boy, Terry 
Knight, ran towards me at high speed, and bang, I had immediately slid and was whisked 
backwards in a whiplash and hit the back of my head fast upon the solid marble floor. 
There was a flash, and then everything was black. Was this what it was like when one 
dies? Now with the light of Self, I knew much more. I could not die now. No. I had not even 
started to unfold what I had come to do in my assignment on planet earth!
I imagined my body was beneath me, in the blackness. And used intense will-powered 
focus and imagined that the sphere of light I had realised my Self as, had arms. And I used 
those arms of light to pull myself strongly back into that body imagined below me, on the 
disco floor in 1981. 
I opened my eyes, and looked up at Terry “are you alright mate?” I told him I just died. 
Apparently only some seconds had passed, but it seemed like 10 or more minutes to me.

This was one of several accidents that brought me into a transformed life path of All Is God 
consciousness, from a bicycle accident at the age of 15, where I came out of the body, and 
above, into a golden hypersphere, surrounded by the Emmanuelʼs, in the consciousness 
of Being All-Oneness. 

I observed beams coming out from this hypersphere, which was somehow beyond time, it 
was a living summation of past, present, and future, as one — I witnessed these beams 
going into my childhood, where I had several encounters with the numinous, and beams 
going into the future, where I would from other key vantage points join this golden All-
Oneness realisation, with the Living Embodied Intelligences of the Emmanuelʼs.

At the age of 2 years and 8 months, in August of 1972, I was high in the Swiss alps with 
my mother, who as an artist was painting the high alpine landscape, at treeline level, 
towards the Mattehorn, above and beyond the Sion valley. I remember this event clearly. 
One anchor for this, was a key to set it locked in my mind. Chocolate!
I had ventured off into the low treeline woods nearby where my mother was deeply 
engaged in her paintings, where I had found a pond with a sandy shore. As I was playing 
in and with the sand, when a golden light engulfed me, and I became one with this sphere 
of golden light (here one of the beams of the golden hypersphere was emanating). In 
1923, not far away from this point, my gandfather (www.keesschrikker.com), had also been 
engulfed by a golden light, and awoke having made a scupture out of snow, and from that 
point onwards becoming a sculptor to fame.



When I returned, I was drawing lemniscates in the sand, again and again. Then I noticed 
there was someone calling my name, a young man called Jean Luck, he was walking on 
the small path, I was off path, and I proudly announced myself to him. I whole search party 
had been sent for me. My mother rewarded Jean Luck with an entire big bar of Swiss 
chocolate, I was very annoyed, I had never had such a treat, and I was the one who 
announced myself to him (I found him, he did not find me. This was a useful anchor).

After the bicycle accident in September 1985, in the west country of England, I was a 
transformed man. I came back with all my memories of other emanations throughout 
creation, and as a 15 year old, told my mother I was never going to school again, that I 
had to get on with my mission of why I came here. Within two months I was summoning 
lights in the sky, UFOs, and I called my mother to see, after I told her I came from another 
planet. At first skeptical she joined me outside in the autumn dorset night, and was 
astonished to see that lights did come after I summoned them. That some would stop, and 
then go the other direction, or that they would just brighten and disappear straight above 
us, or give us a pulse flash. 
My nightly education began then, and needless to say, I never went to school again. The 
Emmanuel College of spiritual education began, unveiling on a daily bases extraordinary 
experiences as experiential answers to all the great questions of creation, and thousands 
of pages of completely new, to me, information was imparted. Yet, when beholding this 
new living repository of cognosis, it was as if one had always known this. And one became 
aware of the Infinite and Eternal Self.
In Autumn of 1985, I sat down and the golden light realisation of Emmanuel overlighted 
me, and I wrote the article “Awakening to Universal Love”,  detailing the oneness of 
everything, for the SUN: School and Universities Network. Suddenly I knew computers, 
having never been in the slightest interested, along with this living understanding, came 
comprehension of computer sciences! Now thats education for you.
Not only did the golden UFOʼs get nearer, and there was consciousness exchange, but 
beams came down and taught me in living understanding, certain breathing techniques, 
which enabled me to go into a subtle body, which was then guided to other planetary 
worlds, as well as a host of other planes.

The All Is God of All-Oneness realisation came a few months after the Autumn “Awakening 
to Universal Love” session. After the question of “what is God,” came in the overlighting 
answer which transmitted in instant knowingness: “All Is God, you Are God, therefore, you 
are everything. Nothing ever ends, it just changes shape… Then, in short, as one of the 
Emmanuelʼs overlighted me, I experienced the Dorset field I was walking in become the 
same golden light ocean of All-Oneness, everything melted and I experienced the All Is 
God of All-Oneness realisation directly.

When one of the Emmanuelʼs would overlight me, the experience was of utmost oneness 
and infinite bliss. There was such an intense universal love, that the smaller self dissolved, 
and became centred in the core self. Here one would experience the Light Body of the 
Emmanuel coming over the body, and one would float in every direction at the same time, 
with an intense increase in both lightness and gravity. Soon the 5 senses begin to loose 
their distinct parameters, as they synergise into one. Each of the 5 senses symbiotically 
becoming All-One Supersense. 
With this comes the Living Experience of the All-Oneness of the universe and cosmos. 
With Living Divine Intelligence Images, that are infinite in themselves, as the Living Mind of 
the Divine. Each Living Image is linked to every other Living Image, in a kind of living 
holographic intelligence, that is hyper-indexed, and never ending in depth, spanning all 
creations.



The entire body is engulfed in the bliss of All-Oneness. One is even conscious of the little 
toes being the centre of Self, in the All-Oneness perspective, where the revelation of All Is 
God was conveyed in pure realisation!
As I experienced projections into other planetary worlds, or going through the sun into 
other parallel “colour spectrum dimensions” and the like, also the proximity of the UFOsʼ 
increased, including landings and interactions. This was not extraterrestrial, it was 
explained, that they were in a state of past, present and future, and that all civilisations of 
the universe in a concurrent temporal sense, they could re-animate. That the UFO was a 
kind an archetypal macro system of the universal Unified Field, that they used to instill 
attractor field sign posts of All-Oneness. In fact, in English, later I coined the term UFO: 
Unified Filed Object, as a result. These “star ships” are holographic nodes of All-Oneness 
personified.
These pinpoints of golden light, appearing physically in our dimensional world, conveyed 
other universes, and unified the fields of our world into whole-one systems of coherence, 
unifying archetypes in our collective unconscious, as well as elemental synchronicity 
patterns of our environment.
In November of 1986, I came to meet one of the Emmanuelʼs in full Body of Light form, 
which was overwhelming to a 16 year old, and transformed me utterly. I was being loved 
as the All-One Creator, in every part of myself, without exception. Even the most secret 
parts, one intended to never share with anyone.
The UFOs came at night in endless interactions, including with a host of other people with 
me, and during the day, they landed on the ground with witnesses to some of these 
landings, and in 1989 I went inside with one with another woman. This experience is not 
what one would expect from a classical UFO contact. From these and hundreds of other 
interactions, I am convinced this goes way beyond anything extraterrestrial. To an 
Intelligence that can synthesise our reality Itself, in co-creatorship with the universal love of 
the All-One Creator of All-Oneness. Numinous Intelligences, that can mould any form, and 
weave the very fabric of our physical world and entire universe, from a Unified Field 
Operator point of past, present and future concurrently.

The Emmanuel communication process was an riveting experience, each one with full 
shamanic impact. As I started to share the Emmanuel Field with others in Europe, 
becoming quite well known by 1990 in French Switzerland, as people who encountered 
Emmanuel felt a love bliss that was contagiously continuing for a whole week afterwards. 
Earlier in September of 1989, I was in Amsterdam, it was the 3rd transmission of 
Emmanuel to a small selected public group. People in the audience testified that they 
experienced reality wobble and ripple around me, and that many golden faces were seen 
over my face. 
On this occasion I let the Emmanuelʼs do there transmission, as I was fascinated by the 
“wormhole” like warp by my heart, as I was experiencing floating in every direction within 
their Unified Field of Divine Love. As they were communicating, I decided to increase this 
wormhole, to see if I could warp my body through it. I managed to increase it, as the 
intensity of the cosmic love of All-Oneness amplified, but as the warp began to engulf the 
body, the Emmanuelʼs caught me and made me aware of the barrier of my consciousness, 
that was not doing this from absolute and utter universal love, and this stopped the 
inversion of the body into this warp. At around this point, people in the audience, including 
a man called Martain, a friend of Onno Veltmann, whose house the communication had 
taken place in, stated that reality was rippling as if it had become liquid.

By November 1988, I had worked with these golden star ships in the sky in south-west 
England, as they anchored aetheric beams through my body, and into the elemental 
systems of the Avalon hills around me. One such “star gate” I had gone to regularly, and I 



brought a friend Charlotte Aldama and my mother Auna Willie Mary Schrikker there to 
show them, and let them experience it. This was on a Mendip Hill, on a field at the top of 
this hill.
As we reached the point where the gate had been established by me with the UFOs for 
some time, we had passed twilight. I stepped in, and with my heart will became the love of 
All-Oneness. I completely forgot myself.
First I stepped into the Aether Beam network. Here several UFOs as golden spheres low in 
the sky would link and weave an aether beam network together of these unified field 
energies, and these would congrue into node points, akin to chakras or acupuncture 
nodes of sorts. The greater congruence of these would then become an aetheric topology 
that was beam through my body as a biotransducer, and grow roots into the ground. The 
open compassionate love ecstatic heart, was the transduction by which these aether 
beams were translated, into the local elemental systems.
In these ather beam networks, one experiences the absolute love of All Is God of All-
Oneness. That these beings in the UFOs look through each others eyes in universal love, 
and as conscious personifications of All Is God of All-Oneness.
As one steps into this Aether Net, and opens the heart in total surrender to this universal 
love of All Is God of All-Oneness, one is completely raptured into this state, and on this 
occasion I forgot myself.
But to the two that were with me, something else appeared to be going on. Charlotte 
explained later, that my body first turned into electrical blue light, right in front of them, then 
into only patches of light, then some gold, and then I disappeared completely. She tried to 
pass her hand where I was, but there was empty space. 
After some minutes, the astonished two, observed the golden light with the patches of 
electric blue reappear, then my body in electric blue, and then I was there back in good old 
solid form.
After a few minutes of silence, an astonished Charlotte explained what she had 
experienced, and my mother concurred something of the same ilk. I had done this many 
numerous times alone, but this was now with two others. It was a regular task I had to 
perform in those days. The effortlessness of true and complete surrender to divine love of 
All-Oneness, in the experience of All Is God of All-Oneness, with all of ones body, is the 
utmost principle of this, for me, re-realisation.
14 months later, a more intense version of this was to occur in Denmark, where 4 
witnesses also saw absolutely no body on the chair. In this Vortexijah experience, 
Emmanuel had stated, as they engaged the ultraterrestrial translation technology spins 
around my body, that it was form me to completely surrender right to the core of the bone, 
as being the divine love of All Is God already there, before it was bone, with utmost heart 
will. This, at the end of my 19th year was yet another life-changing experience, and 
became one which I could also share with others, for the practice and experience of other 
people practically, bringing it into hundreds of techniques and exercises for the unification 
of all 8 polar opposites of the body, by the alchemy of compassionate love in action (8Hz 
though all 8 polar opposites, in 8 spin symmetries of compassionate love). And, thereby, 
form oneʼs own UFO: Unified Field Object, the iso-unit 8Hz lens unification of all our bio, 
subtle, and causal fields of our manifestation, and experience, in daily life. As the practice 
of union with All Is God of All-Oneness With and As US.


